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This publication is unique and perhaps the first of its kind and it takes a macro view of safety on the Indian Railways
as against exploring a cause and effect relationship involved in a micro approach to accidents. It systematically
develops the theme that to minimise the incidences of rail disasters big or small, and to reach a level of zero
accidents as in the most developed countries in the world, a progressive reduction in the extent of human
involvement in train operations is an inevitable necessity. To achieve this, the publication lays great stress on
adoption of advanced technologies in all the four important areas of activity, namely construction, operation,
maintenance and regulation. To develop this central theme the publication makes a comprehensive examination of
rail transport policy in India with special emphasis on safety related investments as also a proper and maximum use
of information technology in areas of signaling, telecommunications, optimum use of rolling stock in order to make
planned railway investment much more effective. It explores the development of the Indian Railways and how the
various recommendations of Accident Committees and inventions in Railway Signaling and Telecommunication
have improved the Safety of train operations since the inception of the railway system.
The publication contains numerous actual examples of accidents which have happened and incidents which could
have caused accidents but were prevented by the timely and effective action by the railway staff. It focuses on the
conditions under which the railway staff work to maintain punctuality with the old system of train operations,
which is highly prone to human failures. The author has convincingly brought out the need of modernisation of the
railway system through introduction of various cost effective technologies in Signaling and Telecommunications to
take Indian Railways closer to being an accident free organisation.
The various technologies developed all over the world to improve safety in train operations have been explained at
length and their induction in Indian Railways. Indian Railways have made efforts to induct these technologies and
also to develop few indigenously, yet they have not been introduced as a planned strategy to improve the safety of
train operations. The management focus has by and large remained on traditional methods of dependence on
human aspects, which cannot be sustained for all times.
Modernisation of the railway system through new technological inputs not only reduces the scope of accidents but
also enhances the line capacity of the existing track sections by four to seven times at much more economical costs,
as expatiated in the publication. Technologies making uneconomic branch lines into viable profit centers have also
been deliberated upon in the publication.
The publication apprises the railway men, planners and public, the potential available within the country to make
the Indian Railway system more vibrant, safe, by generation of sufficient line capacity in all busy sections to enable
Indian Railways to carry all the offered passenger and freight traffic. It also fully considers various aids to the
running staff, operation staff as well as public to reduce distress in case of emergencies, especially during accidents.
The efforts and the experience of Indian Railways for modernization are unique and beneficial not only within India
but to other railway systems as well, especially developing railways. This publication is a must for them.
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